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Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. The Ford F
has a 6. Quickly unlock this unit with keyless entry. This unit has four wheel drive capabilities.
This Ford F Super Duty gleams with a flashy red exterior. It has an adjustable telescoping wheel
that allows you to achieve a perfect fit for your driving comfort. Increase or decrease velocity
with the touch of a button. It has an automatic transmission. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop
in an emergency. The spacious cab of this three-quarter ton offers many convenience and
technology options. It is also ready for your burliest jobs. Equipment listed is based on original
vehicle build. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior
to purchase. Contact dealer to verify final pricing. Last year over 60, people chose Herb
Chambers for their new or used vehicle and another , clients serviced with one of our 60
dealerships. Please allow us the opportunity to exceed your expectations as well! Simply put,
this Four Wheel Drive is engineered with higher standards. We showcase a variety of new and
pre-owned Fords as well as several other pre-owned models from various automotive
manufacturers. We are family owned and oriented and have been in business since Whether
you're buying, selling, or trading at our dealership, you'll receive nothing more than an exciting
and professional car-buying experience! See us before you buy anywhere! Hurry and take
advantage now! Don't miss this great Ford! This is a superior vehicle at an affordable price! A
turbocharger is also included as an economical means of increasing performance. Top features
include a split folding rear seat, variably intermittent wipers, a rear step bumper, and much
more. Smooth gearshifts are achieved thanks to the powerful 8 cylinder engine, and for added
security, dynamic Stability Control supplements the drivetrain. Four wheel drive allows you to
go places you've only imagined. Our sales reps are extremely helpful knowledgeable. We'd be
happy to answer any questions that you may have. Stop by our dealership or give us a call for
more information. A practical vehicle that doesn't sacrifice style! The following features are
included: a rear step bumper, a trailer hitch, and air conditioning. Our team is professional, and
we offer a no-pressure environment. We are here to help you. A safe vehicle to haul your most
precious cargo! Top features include a split folding rear seat, delay-off headlights, a rear step
bumper, and air conditioning. It features an automatic transmission, 4-wheel drive, and a
powerful 8 cylinder engine. Our experienced sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and
enthusiasm with you. Demonstrating that economical transportation does not require the
sacrifice of comfort or safety! Ford infused the interior with top shelf amenities, such as: a rear
step bumper, a trailer hitch, and air conditioning. We pride ourselves in the quality that we offer
on all of our vehicles. Comprehensive style mixed with all around versatility makes it an
outstanding full-size truck! A turbocharger further enhances performance, while also preserving
fuel economy. Ford prioritized comfort and style by including: a trip computer, fully automatic
headlights, and more. We pride ourselves on providing excellent customer service. Please don't
hesitate to give us a call. Comfortable and safe in any road condition! Ford infused the interior
with top shelf amenities, such as: air conditioning, a trailer hitch, and much more. Our sales
reps are knowledgeable and professional. Ensuring composure no matter the driving
circumstances! Ford prioritized fit and finish as evidenced by: fully automatic headlights, tilt
steering wheel, and a split folding rear seat. Our aim is to provide our customers with the best
prices and service at all times. This is a superb vehicle at an affordable price! Top features
include a split folding rear seat, delay-off headlights, tilt and telescoping steering wheel, and
much more. Ford prioritized fit and finish as evidenced by: front and rear reading lights, tilt
steering wheel, and a split folding rear seat. You won't want to miss this excellent value! Having
been designed with performance, style and comfort in mind, this vehicle delivers a satisfying
driving experience for a diverse range of expectations! The following features are included: a
trip computer, a rear step bumper, and more. It features four-wheel drive capabilities, a durable
automatic transmission, and a powerful 8 cylinder engine. We know that you have high
expectations, and we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding them! Just what you've
been looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. You can
finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for. This 4WD-equipped vehicle
will handle majestically on any terrain and in any weather condition your may find yourself in.
Where do you need to go today? Just punch it into the on-board navigation system and hit the
road. Different terrains and varying weather conditions will have no effect as to how this vehicle
performs. Don't miss your chance to make it your new ride. It's a great feature when you need to
drive over tricky terrain or through inclement weather. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Lease Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Cylinders 8 cylinders 2,
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? New Listing. Get Dealer Offer. Show The Edmunds Deal. Showing 1 - 18

out of 2, listings. The price of a new Ford F Super Duty will vary based on trim and options. Try
narrowing your search to a specific model to get a better idea of what you can expect to pay.
Learn more. Our full review of the Ford F Super Duty includes a rating based on a thorough
evaluation of the F Super Duty by our team of experts. You can find all the information you need
to decide whether the F Super Duty is a good car for you in our F Super Duty review. What is
new on the Ford F Super Duty? Not only do we cover updates and changes, we offer an in-depth
rating for each vehicle based on extensive testing by our team of experts. That way, you can be
sure whether the Ford F Super Duty is the right vehicle for you. Try filtering for specific trims or
options that are important to you to get a better idea of what you would spend on a F Super
Duty per month. Read more. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. The Ford F has a 6. Quickly unlock this unit with keyless
entry. This unit has four wheel drive capabilities. This Ford F Super Duty gleams with a flashy
red exterior. It has an adjustable telescoping wheel that allows you to achieve a perfect fit for
your driving comfort. Increase or decrease velocity with the touch of a button. It has an
automatic transmission. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an emergency. The spacious cab
of this three-quarter ton offers many convenience and technology options. It is also ready for
your burliest jobs. Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Contact dealer to
verify final pricing. Last year over 60, people chose Herb Chambers for their new or used
vehicle and another , clients serviced with one of our 60 dealerships. Please allow us the
opportunity to exceed your expectations as well! Simply put, this Four Wheel Drive is
engineered with higher standards. We showcase a variety of new and pre-owned Fords as well
as several other pre-owned models from various automotive manufacturers. We are family
owned and oriented and have been in business since Whether you're buying, selling, or trading
at our dealership, you'll receive nothing more than an exciting and professional car-buying
experience! See us before you buy anywhere! Hurry and take advantage now! Don't miss this
great Ford! This is a superior vehicle at an affordable price! A turbocharger is also included as
an economical means of increasing performance. Top features include a split folding rear seat,
variably intermittent wipers, a rear step bumper, and much more. Smooth gearshifts are
achieved thanks to the powerful 8 cylinder engine, and for added security, dynamic Stability
Control supplements the drivetrain. Four wheel drive allows you to go places you've only
imagined. Our sales reps are extremely helpful knowledgeable. We'd be happy to answer any
questions that you may have. Stop by our dealership or give us a call for more information. A
practical vehicle that doesn't sacrifice style! The following features are included: a rear step
bumper, a trailer hitch, and air conditioning. Our team is professional, and we offer a
no-pressure environment. We are here to help you. A safe vehicle to haul your most precious
cargo! Top features include a split folding rear seat, delay-off headlights, a rear step bumper,
and air conditioning. It features an automatic transmission, 4-wheel drive, and a powerful 8
cylinder engine. Our experienced sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm
with you. Demonstrating that economical transportation does not require the sacrifice of
comfort or safety! Ford infused the interior with top shelf amenities, such as: a rear step
bumper, a trailer hitch, and air conditioning. We pride ourselves in the quality that we offer on
all of our vehicles. Comprehensive style mixed with all around versatility makes it an
outstanding full-size truck! A turbocharger further enhances performance, while also preserving
fuel economy. Ford prioritized comfort and style by including: a trip computer, fully automatic
headlights, and more. We pride ourselves on providing excellent customer service. Please don't
hesitate to give us a call. Comfortable and safe in any road condition! Ford infused the interior
with top shelf amenities, such as: air conditioning, a trailer hitch, and much more. Our sales
reps are knowledgeable and professional. Ensuring composure no matter the driving
circumstances! Ford prioritized fit and finish as evidenced by: fully automatic headlights, tilt
steering wheel, and a split folding rear seat. Our aim is to provide our customers with the best
prices and service at all times. This is a superb vehicle at an affordable price! Top features
include a split folding rear seat, delay-off headlights, tilt and telescoping steering wheel, and
much more. Ford prioritized fit and finish as evidenced by: front and rear reading lights, tilt
steering wheel, and a split folding rear seat. You won't want to miss this excellent value! Having
been designed with performance, style and comfort in mind, this vehicle delivers a satisfying
driving experience for a diverse range of expectations! The following features are included: a
trip computer, a rear step bumper, and more. It features four-wheel drive capabilities, a durable
automatic transmission, and a powerful 8 cylinder engine. We know that you have high
expectations, and we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding them! Just what you've
been looking for. With quality in mind, this vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. You can
finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for. This 4WD-equipped vehicle

will handle majestically on any terrain and in any weather condition your may find yourself in.
Where do you need to go today? Just punch it into the on-board navigation system and hit the
road. Different terrains and varying weather conditions will have no effect as to how this vehicle
performs. Don't miss your chance to make it your new ride. It's a great feature when you need to
drive over tricky terrain or through inclement weather. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Lease Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Cylinders 8 cylinders 2,
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? New Listing. Get Dealer Offer. Show The Edmunds Deal. Showing 1 - 18
out of 2, listings. The price of a new Ford F Super Duty will vary based on trim and options. Try
narrowing your search to a specific model to get a better idea of what you can expect to pay.
Learn more. Our full review of the Ford F Super Duty includes a rating based on a thorough
evaluation of the F Super Duty by our team of experts. You can find all the information you need
to decide whether the F Super Duty is a good car for you in our F Super Duty review. What is
new on the Ford F Super Duty? Not only do we cover updates and changes, we offer an in-depth
rating for each vehicle based on extensive testing by our team of experts. That way, you can be
sure whether the Ford F Super Duty is the right vehicle for you. Try filtering for specific trims or
options that are important to you to get a better idea of what you would spend on a F Super
Duty per month. Read more. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. One of the worst to deal with when attempting to buy a car or even service no
idea what happened but as soon as my service agent left and there was a shake up it began to
go downhill from that point mid From start to finish I had a great experience! Marcy called me
and gave me information on several trucks I had inquired about. Then her dad Robert sent me
additional pictures and even video of a few trucks. They were able to get me pre approved in
minutes over the phone which made the process smooth and simple. Great buying experience,
friendly salesman and not pushy. A very laid back type of auto sales. Didn't buy the truck I went
to look at, but purchased another one. Ryan the salesman was absolutely great. I would buy
from there again and would recommend anyone looking for a vehicle to stop their and look
around. The sales person at the dealership was very professional and extremely helpful. We
purchased the vehicle sight unseen and will take possession today. Kudos to the entire process
and customer service provided! Joe my sales rep was on point and answered must of my
questions and concerns about this car. That is why I purchase it! This is the worst dealership I
have ever dealt with. They misrepresented the items they are selling and have no customers
service. They refused to give me my deposit back after I decided not to do the deal, after being
harassed and bullied by Corey the salesman to hurry up and sign the contract. Stay away from
this dealership lyres and thrives. Nothing but predators. JP was great! Quick response time.
Loved how easy it was to show up and roll out with a new truck. We will be back again! The
dealership was quick to respond, but my beautiful wife found a different vehicle that she wants
instead. I would definitely recommend this dealership to anyone who is interested in a new or
used vehicle. Was great response but the burbin didn't have enough seating for my family
waiting for a reply on any other in the same price range. Found the car I was looking for on their
listing, left my contact info and was immediately responded to. Friendly and knowledgeable
staff, very nice selection on the lot and an incredibly savvy salesman that works hard to get the
banks to work for you. Overall wonderful experience, in and out in 2 hours with zero haggling,
hassle, pressure and wearing down. Just honesty and straightforwardness. Thank You! Great
dealership. Very easy to work with. Nice to find some honest people still in the world! Ask for
Earl Franks for internet sales. Why do they have to make buying a used Vehicle so
Complicated? The price is NOT the price you see! I was told that all there extra fees are on there
web site. Read the fine print. The original truck we wanted was already sold. They had a that
was being detailed that they sold us for a thousand more. They were straightforward no games
sold us the with no add ons. Only had one key and no floor mats which was disappointing.
Location and building needs updating. Over all made a good deal. We found another truck and
another dealer. But Metro Auto Loan was very responsive and answered my questions before
hand. Courteous, large selection, no haggle. However, several things that we were told were not
correct. We were about 5 miles from the dealership after our purchase and several warning
lights went on. The dealer had the vehicle for several days. When picked it, again, several
warning lights went off. The vehicle was good price. We're not happy with the service and are
not likely to return. They were responsive but typical larger market dealership. The F is Ford's
three-quarter-ton pickup truck, rounding out the highly popular F series of trucks. Building on
the success of the F, the world's best-selling truck, the F was designed as a sturdier vehicle
with greater hauling capacity. Launched under its current model name in , the Ford F was

marketed as a working vehicle for farm, ranch, and job site. In , the heavier, more rugged F
Super Duty line was inaugurated, featuring a heftier frame and stiffer suspension. You'll see the
F in many commercial fleet applications, including some with modifications for U-Haul. In an era
of shaky market strength for Ford, the F-Series continues to be a strong seller. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Used Ford F for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Ford
dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in
Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New
York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC. Make Model Year.
Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Transfer of vehicle from another location to your
neighborhood Enterprise Car Sales may require payment of a non-refundable transfer fee to
begin the process. Contact a Sales Consultant for details. Call us for further details or stop by
today for a test drive! Coverage runs concurrently with manufacturer warranty. Restrictions
apply. Vehicles subject to prior sale. We make every effort to provide accurate information
including but not limited to price, miles and vehicle options, but please verify with your local
Enterprise Car Sales location before purchasing. Current mileage may vary due to test drives
and vehicle relocation. Used vehicles were previously part of Enterprise short term rental, lease
fleet or purchased by Enterprise from other sources including auto auctions, with previous use
possibly short term rental, lease or other. Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. If you're
considering buying a used certified car, don't hesitate with this location. Go there! You won't
regret it. Was contacted by them about days from this date, and we got to talking via text. Uber
convenient for me. When I came in, he already had everything ready. I had applied for credit
online, so I had a jump start with that. Went out and test drove it, came back, pointed out an
issue, they got right on to fixing it. They did their best for me. Very professional, very personal everyone in that office greeted me, whether they were working with me or not. I spoke with at
least three of the guys for at least 15mins. Not just about the deal either, but they struck up
engaging conversation, and they had a great sense of humor. They weren't haggling me. They
seemed like they really wanted to help. It wasn't just about getting the money. I wanted to walk
out with the car that day, and they wanted the same thing. We all made it happen. I would
recommend this location and these guys to anyone. I'm so glad that I decided to go with them
instead of the dealership. No haggling for prices, they work with you and they really want the
best experience. Good selection of cars, very clean and professional, quiet, comfortable lobby,
water and coffee available. Low Book Sales can get your loan approved! We'll secure the best
rates and terms available no matter what your credit situation. Perfect credit? Past credit
problems? First time buyer? We can help. Let us help you get approved and on the road today.
In fact, Low Book Sales is so good at getting people with less than perfect credit approved, that
other car dealers use us too. Apply today and put us to the test. Internet Price based on
financing through the dealership to receive entire discount. There will be a dealer
documentation fee added to the price of every vehicle. Number of Previous Owners: Owner
count not provided. Originally known as Lofink Motors, Caskinette Ford has continued a
tradition of excellent customer service, community values and quality automotive sales for
more than 40 years. Creating a casual and fun welcoming buying experience, Caskinettes is
reknowned for its knowledgeable staff and first-rate follow up after sales and service.
Experience the Caskinettes difference! I must say, hands down best car buying experience. The
staff at Caskinette are very friendly, helpful, and willing to go the extra mile. Not only did I have
a wonderful salesman Joe Archer who took exceptional care of me, and made sure all my car
needs and specifics were met the body shop manager Tim fixed and painted my old car. It
looked brand new. Thank you kindly Caskinette Crew, you made it effortless! Recent Arrival!
Davidson Ford provides much more than new and used vehicles, however. Current Ford owners
love our onsite car service and maintenance center. Employing only highly trained technicians
that use certified parts from the manufacturer, we make servicing your vehicle a simple,
pleasant experience. From your initial auto search online until you drive off of our lot in your
new or pre-owned vehicle, Davidson Ford is excited to be your preferred auto partner. If you're

interested in any of our incredible products or services, don't hesitate to contact us online or by
phone, or simply swing by our convenient State Route 31 Liverpool,NY location, today. We look
forward to meeting you soon! Dale Hendricks has been awesome. Easy to work with and
accommodating. Definitely buying our vehicle here. Odometer is miles below market average!
New Price! The Davidson Family has been involved in local business and their local
communities for over 50 years. The family of dealerships now includes 5 franchise stores, 3
collision centers and 10 Precision Wash locations, spanning across Central and Northern New
York. At the Davidson Ford Supercenter we are here to help you with all of your auto needs.
Whether you are looking for a new vehicle, pre-owned vehicle or just stopping in for service and
repairs, we are here to help. We even have the best finance experts who specialize in getting
your loan approved. Our mission is to ensure a happy family of employees and customers,
taking pride in providing the best possible automotive experience. Contact the dealer for
delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic 1, Manual 7. Cylinders 8 cylinders 1, 10 cylinders 1. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Dealer
Review: If you're considering buying a used certified car, don't hesitate with this location.
Dealer Review: I must say, hands down best car buying experience. Dealer Review: Dale
Hendricks has been awesome. Showing 19 - 36 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I am
glad I bought the F After test driving multiple competitor trucks I went with the Ford F The ride
is nice with an interior that is spacious and comfortable. On long trips, the F does good on gas
mileage with the Diesel engine, which I was surprised for such a big truck. The towing is great
with all the features offered by Ford tow assist. As a taller driver, I found the comfort to be much
better than other trucks. The rear space in the crew cab is perfect for adults as well. I would
recommend purchasing the F, and getting the factory spray in bedliner. Read more. Read less.
Learn more about the Ford F Super Duty. The used Ford F Super Duty received an average
score of 4. Where to buy a used Ford F Super Duty? Shoppers just like you have reviewed
dealerships near you. Now that you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the best
place to buy a used Ford F Super Duty. Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships
means you'll receive the highest level of customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all
important factors to consider when buying a used Ford F Super Duty. Edmunds found 14 Great
deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best price. Buying a certified pre-owned Ford F
Super Duty can get you a better warranty on a car that's been inspected. We also recommend
reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and paying for an independent
inspection to make sure the used Ford F Super Duty you're buying doesn't have any problems
that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a
used Ford F Super Duty will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Ford F Super Duty
available at Edmunds, 24 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're
most likely to describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Sign Up. You have no Recently Viewed
or Saved Vehicles. Click here to begin your search. Browse All Vehicles. We didn't recognize
that ZIP code. Please check it and try again. Recently Viewed. Buy a Car. Search Vehicles.
Digital Dealership Experience. Buy A Car Online. Recent Arrivals. Vehicle Locator. Total Loss
Replacement. Sell or Trade a Car. Online Vehicle Valuation. In-Person Trade-in Appraisal. Our
Appraisal Process. Trade in Tips. Apply for Financing. College Graduate Program. First Time
Car Buyer. Financing Tips. Car Financing Guide. Car Payment Calculators. Find a Location.
Vehicle Transfer. Special Offers. February Special Offers. First Time Buyer. Sign Up for Email
Offers. Featured Vehicles. Sirius XM Equipped Vehicles. Why Enterprise. How Enterprise Makes
It Easy. Watch and Learn. Certified Used Advantage. Why Buy a Rental Car. Satisfied
Customers. About Enterprise Car Sales. For Business. Buying for Business. Call Locations
Shop lens. Saved Vehicles. Viewed Vehicles. Show All. Show Less. Please enter a ZIP code or
allow us to use your location to find vehicles near you that match your search criteria. Sorry, we
were not able to detect your location. Please enter a ZIP code to continue. Your browser has
blocked access to detect your location. Please enter a ZIP code to continue, or try again after
you grant access to detect your location. Enter Your Zip Code. Vehicles subject to prior sale.
We make every effort to provide accurate information including but not limited to price, miles
and vehicle options, but please verify with your local Enterprise Car Sales location before
purchasing. Current mileage may vary due to test drives and vehicle relocation. These
calculators are for educational purposes only. Calculator results do not include tax, title, tags,
governmental fees, and emissions testing charges. Terms do not necessarily represent actual
available credit terms. We do not guarantee the accuracy of the credit figures, or their
applicability to your circumstances. We encourage you to seek advice from qualified financial

service professionals regarding all your personal finance needs. All Rights Reserved. The
specific information required to determine the value for each used vehicle is supplied by the
dealer or by a third party on behalf of the dealer. Kelley Blue Book assumes no responsibility
for errors or omissions. We'll be happy to transfer any vehicle from another location to. Local
Transfers We offer free transfers of any vehicle within the metro area to , your nearest location.
To start the transfer process, just give us a call at and an Enterprise representative will assist
you. Certain restrictions apply. Non-Local Transfers Any vehicle outside the metro area can be
transferred to , your nearest location by following this simple transfer process. Contact , your
nearest location at and an Enterprise representative can answer any of your questions about
the vehicle and the transfer process. If after speaking with an Enterprise representative you
determine that you would like to transfer this vehicle, a non-refundable transfer fee is required
to begin the transfer process. Bring your transfer payment to , your nearest location. Once
transfer fee is paid, the request to transfer the vehicle will be completed. Please note the time it
takes to transfer a non-local vehicle varies by distance. EPA fuel economy ratings are provided
by the vehicle manufacturer and may vary with vehicle use, condition and driving habits.
Payment based on amount financed for month term APR chosen when customer estimated
payment using the site calculator. The ZIP code you entered indicated that is your nearest
location. Refine your search. Automatic Manual Pickup Diesel Gasoline 54 Flex Fuel Classic
Cars 3. Popular Similar Cars. Google Ads. Refine search. Ford boasts that its 6. New Ford F XL.
Dealer not responsible for errors or omissions. Sales tax or other taxes, tag, title, registration
fees, government fees, not included. Dealer documentary fee not included in quoted price.
Pre-owned vehicle money-back guarantee is valid for 5 days or miles, whichever comes first.
Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Some
used vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. This is a new blue jeans metallic Ford F XL
with 0 miles. Certified Ford F Lariat. The 4 wheel drive engages and front end has no play and
feels tight.. The transmission shifts all gears smooth and properly. The dealership did not
experience any damages or flooding. The 4 wheel drive engages and front end has no play and
feels tight. Interior is non smoker and odor free, exterior looks sharp and clean.. New Ford F
Lariat. It features an automatic transmission, 4-wheel drive, and a powerful 8 cylinder engine.
This is a used true blue metallic - blue Ford F Lariat with , miles. Used Ford F Lariat. Power
Stroke 6. Call now to schedule a test drive. Turbocharger technology provides forced air
induction, enhancing performance while preserving fuel economy. It has a 6. This baby is going
to fly off the lot at this price. With powered side mirrors. This Super Duty F includes heated
seats. The rear view camera is perfect for backing into tight spots. Lariat with 4 doors, this
would be a great work or everyday truck for someone at an affordable price. Here is a ford f 7.
These trucks are extremely hard to find in this good of condtion, and have the sought after 7.
This truck specifically has k original miles with a clean title and carfax. It runs
passtime pte 3 wiring diagram
car blown fuse
2010 5 series bmw
and drives perfect, and the garret turbo sings. It has a automatic transmission with overdrive.
The truck has new tires and the wheels are in great shape. It also has an aftermarket gooseneck
hitch. Some of the other features include, clean title, clean carfax, gooseneck hitch, powerful 7.
This truck will make for a perfect work truck or daily cruiser. Please call paul murrey ford inc. In
kaufman texas a family dealership since serving the dallas fort worth and east texas areas for
over 60 years. Please call Com can deliver! We can and will also ship anywhere in the us! Clean
one owner carfax!!. Previous owner purchased it brand new! Get the new look for the used price
on this one owner vehicle. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. With exceptional safety
features and superb handling, this 4wd was engineered with excellence in mind. Money-back
guarantee is valid for 5 days or miles, whichever comes first. Transfer fee may apply. Chrome
Wheels. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

